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OBJECTIVE:
Stimulating and challenging employment in software design and
development, in an environment that allows and rewards initiative,
creativity, hard work, and an eye for detail.

 
COMPUTER EXPERTISE:

� Software Development: JAVA, C/C++,  SQL, JSP, PHP, (D)HTML,
Javascript, CSS, XML, Pascal/Delphi, PERL.  
Some experience with COBOL, FORTRAN and x86 Assembly.

� Operating Systems: Skilled use and management of Linux/UNIX, DOS,
MS Windows (all versions through XP) and MacOS.

� Hardware: Extensive PC and some Macintosh experience:
Networking, troubleshooting, upgrading and other maintenance.

GENERAL ABILITIES:
Excellent English writing and editing skills. Good verbal communication
skills in one-on-one interactions, as well as group presentations. Can
read, write and speak Italian and German fluently (Spanish needs
practice).  Very quick learner yet patient teacher.

EDUCATION:
� B.S. degree in Chemistry, with multiple honors, 

University of California at Santa Cruz (1995).
� A.A. degree in Computer Programming, with honors (at age 15), 

Santa Monica College (1988).
� Intensive foreign language studies and residence in Europe.

SIGNIFICANT EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE:

� October 2002 - Present: TriAxial Data Systems.
� February 2002 - June 2002: Stratos Systems and Ymedia Corp.

Web development contracts (using PHP, JSP, SQL, DHTML, CSS,
Java/ECMAscript, etc.).

� February 2001 - April 2002: 
Software Engineer, Giavaneers, Santa Cruz.
Java and C/C++ programming. Worked with SQL, JNI, JavaMail,
TCP/IP sockets, GUI development and more under Linux and
Windows: Among other projects, helped develop the embedded,
JAVA-based on-screen user interface for a web-ready, next-
generation plasma display television system, as well as working on an
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for programmable ICs.

� February - November 2000: 
Software Engineer, macroplay.com, San Francisco.
Principal JSP (JAVA) engineer at a sports-oriented, still-operating
internet startup. Working with a small yet very talented team, coded
the front-end for several web applications (including an e-commerce
system) and eventually took on some responsibilities for developing
and maintaining the back-end (using EJBs and Oracle SQL).

� January 1999 - November 1999: Contracting work in Italy:
�

@all.it, Milan:  Internet development and programming.



�

All'Informatica Shop, Milan:  Technician for retail computer store.
�

Digivision, Milan: Hard/software demonstration and user training
(in Italian) of PC-based digital video editing systems.

�

Acquarelli Video, Florence: Digital video production, web design.
� August 1997 - October 1998: 

Self-employed, Bay Area.
On-site service technician, facing ever-changing troubleshooting
challenges that required rapid and independent discovery of
solutions to meet customers' often-critical computer needs. Nearly all
customers obtained via personal referral/recommendation.

� May 1993 - October 1998: 
Stratos Systems, Santa Cruz.
On-site service technician for large computer store, with the same job
description as above. Customers often insisted upon my personal
attention, even if another may have been available more quickly. 

� December 1990 - September 1992:
Employed in non-computer related fields.

� 1986 - 1990: 
Owner/founder, Cavan Int'l, Los Angeles / San Diego.
Application design and development in Pascal and Assembly
Language.  Profitable  sales of communications and other software.

� April 1985 - May 1988: 
Zebra Computer Products, Santa Monica. 
Systems consultant, technician, contract programmer, and 
assistant service manager.

Excellent personal and employment references available upon request


